
Alice Strange

When I was young  
my heart was an open book

   

An exhibition of artworks  

inspired by the childhood pastime  

of swapping scraps.





A common pastime at my primary school 

was collecting and swapping scraps  

– die-cut paper images.   

The scrapbook was an old paperback,  

each page containing a single scrap or  set - 

the same design in different sizes.  

At playtime, collectors exchanged scrap 

books and thumbed through the pages,  

poking scraps of interest 

out of the top of the book  

before beginning trade negotiations.  

Simple pleasures.



 
Dr finlay, I presume

Digital collage, 2017

Dr Finlay’s Casebook is a collection of stories about Dr Finlay,  

Dr Cameron and their housekeeper Janet in the fictional Scottish village of  

Tannochbrae in the 1920s.  The stories are based on author AJ Cronin’s own  

experiences as a doctor.  

 

Jo Hood of the Head Medical recruitment agency recently claimed that the depiction 

of the rural Scottish GP practice in Dr Finlay’s Casebook is hindering attempts to 

solve the country’s GP shortage, putting off potential candidates.   

(The Independent, 2 October 2016)  Who knows what is putting the candidates off .... 

The natty NHS standard Scottish GP uniform?  The quaint promotional images??   

The fact that Scotland appears to be scaled in English miles???



 
The Past is a Foreign Country

Digital collage & scrap, 2017

The book featured is “The Go-Between”  

by L P Hartley, which I studied at high school.



starry messenger

Digital collage & scrap, 2017

The book featured is “Sidereus Nuncius” (Starry Messenger or Message),  

a scientific treatise by Galileo Galilei, based on observations he made through 

a telescope.  Galileo indicated that the book was “simply to report the news about 

recent developments in astronomy”, not to suggest he was an ambassador for heaven.  

The English word ‘angel’ is derived from the Greek ‘angelos’, meaning messenger.

The image features a radio telescope and NASA’s Voyager space probe.   

The Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft were launched in 1977 to explore Jupiter and Saturn. 

Their mission was extended: Voyager 2 went on to explore Uranus and Neptune and 

Voyager 1 continues into interstellar space.  Both spacecraft continue to send  

scientific information back to earth. 



dialogue concerning the two chief world systems

Digital collage & scraps, 2017

The book featured is “Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems”, 

published in 1632 by Galileo Galilei.  The book compares  

Copernican (Earth orbits the sun) and Ptolomeic  (everything in the  

Universe orbits the Earth) theories on astronomy.  The Roman Catholic 

church considered Copernican theory to be heretical, so Gallileo’s book 

was placed on the church’s Index of Forbidden Books,  

where it remained until 1835.



 
A critical juncture

Digital collage & scraps, 2017

The book featured is Charles Darwin’s “On the Origin of Species” (1859), 

which introduced the scientific theory that populations 

evolve over the course of generations through a process of  

natural selection.  The book also presented evidence from the  

HMS Beagle expedition that the diversity of life arose  

by common descent through a branching pattern of evolution.   

The political and theological implications were intensely debated  

at the time, and the theory was not accepted by the scientific mainstream.   

However, Darwin’s theories now underly the life sciences.



 
pictures at an exhibition

Digital collage & scraps, 2018

These oval scraps of portraits of ladies could be pictures at an  

exhibition.  Highlighting the importance of stressing  

the right word in a sentence.



 
The weyward sisters

Digital collage, 2018

The Three Witches are characters in Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”.    

While they are referred to as the “weird sisters” in most  

modern editions of the text of the play, the First Folio edition reads:  

“The weyward Sisters, hand in hand …”

I always thought the body-less angels looked like  

the young Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret.



 
an ounce of mother is worth a ton of priest

Digital collage & scraps, 2018

The Madonna Icon was my favourite scrap, while the babies and mothers 

were of little interest.  The retro charm of the mother & baby scraps  

has grown on me, however.



 
far away and long ago

Digital collage & scraps, 2018 

I always associated these scraps of children with ‘The Famous Five’,  

a series of children’s adventure novels by Enid Blyton, featuring  

the adventures of Julian, Dick, Anne and Georgina (George) and their dog 

Timmy.  In each book, the children get caught up in an adventure, often 

involving criminals or lost treasure, accompanied by picnics,  

bicycle trips and lashings of lemonade.



 
I beg your pardon, I never promised you a gnome garden

Digital collage, 2018

I was never a fan of the gnome scraps but endless Brexit news bulletins 

and a little free association took me to the Gnomes of Zurich,  

the economy, and politician’s promises …

With apologies to Lynne Anderson.



 
The Tunnock’s madonna

Collage, 2018

Many of the scraps we collected featured religious imagery,  

such as angels, saints, Jesus and Mary.  On a recent trip to Mexico,  

I was surprised to find much of this imagery still in use in  

religious souvenirs, altar paraphernalia and prayer aids,  

available in shops and stalls around the many churches.

These images arose serendipitously, from working on two projects at once 

- the Madonna scraps were lying next to some Tunnocks Teacake wrappers 

waiting to be incorporated in my Scotland map collages.



 
A winter’s Tale

Digital collage, 2018

Having spent many hours on ebay buying the scraps again,  

I was struck by how many Christmas-themed scraps were produced.   

I’ve tried to pack them all into a nativity scene,  

in much the same way primary schools find a role for every child  

in the year-end nativity play.

Shakespeare’s play with the same title features the most excellent  

stage instruction: “Exit, pursued by a bear.”

And everything is better with some kittens.



All my own work ... enjoy & share 

but please don’t use my images 

without permission.  

I’m not too scary to ask …  

And if my work inspires your work,  

it’s polite to acknowledge this  

by giving me a shout-out.

Alice Strange

Claremont Villa

Craigard Road

Oban, PA34 5NP

www.alicestrange.com


